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INTRODUORION
The vertical sounding of the ionosphere by means of radio waves is even
nowadays the most widely used method of ionospheric research. From the para-
meters sealed fro_ ionogr_ns only the characteristics of the sporadic E layers
are directly related to dynamical processes. It is now generall_ accepted that
at mid-latitudes Es ionization is produced by wind-shear in the lower thermo-
s.phere.
It £a also known that the lower thermosphere is an important region of the
atmosphere, processes of which affect almost the whole atmosphere. Namely, in
, the lower thermosphere forms the "surface" called the bo_opause separating the
houosphere from the heterosphere, respectively the turbopsuse, the boundary
, between the turbosphere and the diffusion region. The turbopause is defined as
• the altitude where the coefficient of turbulent diffusion equals the coefficient
of molecular diffusion which increases with increasing height. _he changes of
' the height of the turbopause result in variations of the composition of the
neutral _aa in the upper atmosphere. Tb.ealtitude chm_gea of the turbopause Rre
mostly connected with variations of the turbulent diffusivity. At the same
_ ' time, turbulent diffusion is also one of the factors establishing the vertical
' transport of atmospheric constituents produced in the thermosphere to the ,_eso- ;
" sphere and vice versa.
_' Realizing these two facts a _,ethod has been developed, by means of which
the characteristics of turbulence can be determined on the basis of Es para-
S. meters. '_
i! NETIIODAND DATA USED IN TtIE INVESTIGATIONS
v It has been assumed that the wind-shear theory of mid-latitude sporadic E ! ---
is valid First, the ion-convergence is computed by means of the formula (REDDY _"
'-- andHATSUSIIITA,1968) I
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• where v..izis the vertical component of the Ion"drift velocity,.. .ae_'"is the
effective recombination coefficient outside of the srrattf_catlon, n_ax and
n are the maximum electron density within the layer, respectively t_e
: e_ectron density in absence of the layer. The maximum electron density of the ....
E layer is obtained fro_ the _easured blanketiug frequency fbE The
.S"
electron density, appearing in the absence of the layer, that _s the background
electron density is computed by means of formulas defining ionospheric models
." (e.g., RAWER and RAMAKRISIINAN,1972). In these relations the maximum electron
densityof theE layerwas calculatedfromthesimultaneouslymeasuredfoe
value, considering the measured virtual height h'E ss height of the E
• s . . .
layer. Then, the vertical shear of the horizontal wlnd is dete._m_ned_y mesas
,- of the equation i.. :
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where v. and u. are the ion-neu*.ral collision frequency, respectively the• g
• xon gyro_requen_y, I being the magnetic dip angle. The ion-neutral collision
frequency has been computed frets the formula given by CtL_PPAN(1956). The
mmber density of the n_utral gas, necessary for the determination of the ion-
neutral collision frequency has been obtained from ClRA (1972).
For the determination of turbulent patterers, first the gradient
Richardson-number
_9
Ri . g _z
0 (_u)2
iscomputed, where the vertical gradient of the potential .t_pernture has been
determined on the basis of CIPA (1972). According to the investigations of
ROODS (1969) *.urbulence sets in, if the value of the gradient Richardson number
is less, then 0.25. Testing the fulfilhnent of thle €ondition, the vertical
turbulent wind w £a calculated by mee._sof the relation (DEAC_I, 1959)
. Ri)I/2: v- [--0.15( + O.08]u
where u is the horizontal wind velocity. The latter can be co=puted fro= the
thermal rind equation using att:ospberic =odels, or t'-easured values are used.
The turbulent diffut, ivity is detemined by me_s of the formula
2
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given by ZIP_ZRK_}Iand _RP_¥ (1977)'.This relationis valid, if the vertical
turbulentspectrtuais inertialend limitedto the buoyantli=itedscale. Since
the dimensions of inho=ogeneities in the E layer, inferred free the waves
length of radio waves reflected fro= the layer are between1 1.5 and 15 ,% this
_ . . condition is fulfilled also iu our case.
For the illustration of .the quality of the data, obtained by _eane of this
method, the E_ parP.netersof the ionosphericstationsBekescsaba,Hungary
(46°40'N,21°_0'g)and Juliusruh,GDR (54°38'I_,13°23'E)have been used.
Further,the horizontalwind velocityhas been determinedfro_ the driftvelo-
city measuredwith the spacedreceiver,_ethodin Kuhlungsborn,CDR (54"07'Np
II'46'E), extrapolatingthe data to the height of the £e layer.
RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
Figure I shows the turbulentdlffusivitydeducedfrom ionosphericspcradic
E in differentaltitudesabove the ionosphericstationsBekescsabaand
Juliusruh. llere the wind data measured by =enos of the spaced receiver =ethod in
guhlungsbornwere used assumingthat the horizontalwindvelocity does not
significantly change with latitude. In the Figure the values of turbulent
' dlffusivity given by other authors are also given. It can be seen that our ,
, results agree very well with the data of other e_peri_euts.
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Figure I.
' In Figure 2 the seasonnl variations of the turbulent diffusivity deduced
from E par_neters in different altitudes above the ionospheric stationS
' Bekescsaba are showu, Uere again the drift velocity measured in Kuhlungsborn
was used, The turbulent diffusivity displays below 115 "km a seasonal variation
_. with maxima in the equinoctial months and minima in sum_er respectively in
. i . . , winterp ,Above I15 Pana eeasonal variation with a minim,_- in s,_-.mere_nda
maximt=n in winter appears. It" should be mentioned that the seasonal variation
of the turbulent diffusivit- agrees with that obtained by ROPER (1966) from --"
,, r._dlo-_eteorwind-shear observations. ""
'. An atte=pt has also been made to determine the variation of the turbuleDt
diffusivity during and after geomagnetic disturbances. The turbulent
'_, diffuviviry was obtained this time by cor=puringthe horizontal wind velocity
from the thermal wind equation. The mean variations of the turbulent
diffus£vity helen and above the turbopause (I00 k_, reap. 120 Ion)during and
, after 12 geomagnetic disturbances of the year 1973 are shown in Figur_ 3. It
can be erated tha_ the change of the turbulent diffusivity below the _urbopause
is opposed to that appearing above the turbopause. Since the turbulent
diffusivity increases below the turbopause during geouagnetic disturbances, this
would indicate a rise of the turbopause and composition changes in accordance
with theoretical considerations (SINIiAand CIIA_DRA,1974) and satellite measure-
ments (PROLSS, 19_0).
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